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The US Air Force document entitled Psychological Operations published in 1999 explained how for the purpose of hiding in plain sight, psy-ops are a
“low-cost, high-impact” way of conducting military operations without having to deal with questions by the American public.
The control of “selected information” being leaked out to the public through mainstream media, press conferences and other designated outlets has
ensured that the targeted audience will support the governmental campaign out of ignorance.
Of late, reports and rumors about foreign troops in America working with our armed forces have been surfacing. And in response, the US government
has (at first) dismissed the claims. Now, official reports are confirming what eye witnesses have been seeing.
The question is: why are foreign troops training with US military forces for urban warfare, civil unrest and disturbance?
Scheduled for September 12th through the 16th, the Canadian military will be training for domestic operations in locking down urban populations. The
supposition is that a massive revolt could break out as global civilian revolution is believed to be imminent.
Foreign troops have been working with US Armed Forces and law enforcement for years in preparation for civil unrest in America. Back in 2010 in
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Chicago, under Operation Vigilant Guard (OVG), where Polish Armed Forces not only “observed” urban warfare drills, but also participated in
exercises specializing in detaining Americans during counter-terror drills.
According to one Polish major, the exercises were “the next step” in combining both the Illinois National Guard and Polish military personnel in a psyop campaign to acclimate Americans to seeing foreign troops in the domestic US and gain acceptance for these soldiers assisting local law enforcement
in everyday duties.
In Colorado, rumors of Russian troops practicing to deal with terrorist raids and martial law scenarios have been proven correct by our US Armed
Forces.
Back in April, Commander Wendy L. Snyder, U.S. Defense Press Officer, stated that “The Russian soldiers are here as invited guests of the U.S.
government; this is part of a formal bilateral exchange program between the U.S. and Russia that seeks to develop transparency and promote defense
reform.”
In Oregon, under OVG, NORTHCOM and NORAD joined with the Oregon National Guard and the Portland Police Bureau to train to disarm
Americans. This drill included armed soldiers from Bangladesh in connection with the National Guard Bureau’s State Partnership Program which
forages partnerships with American and foreign troops.
Both Russian and American airborne troops held training exercises that included tactical landing operations with specialized focus on “parachuting,
operation planning, reconnaissance, assault operations and evacuations by helicopter.”
Back in May, mainstream media reported that Russian army paratroopers were in Colorado training with the 10th US Special Forces Group at Fort
Carson in Colorado Springs, Colorado. This collaboration was agreed upon more than a year ago with the purpose of joining forces in “humanitarian
operations such as anti-terrorism measures and disaster relief.”
Lt. Col. Steven Osterholzer confirmed that Russian and American soldiers were conducting anti-terrorism exercises, including firing weapons and
practicing parachute drops.
The Air Force Reserve Command has requested that Congress authorize US armed forces to be used against Americans as a newly formed response
team for domestic disturbances.
The Obama administration, during high-level talks with US Marine Corp officials, ordered war games exercises to train US troops in tactical operations
for the known purpose of continuity of government and territorial sovereignty. The location of the exercises “is irrelevant”, according to Ensign Bryan
Mitchell, spokesman for the U.S. Marines Corp.
The planned training “happens to be in Palawan”; however the focus on anti-terrorism was designed to ready troops for all possibilities in combat
situations.
Most recently, NORAD have been working with Canadian and Russian Air Forces at Peterson Air Force Base in Colorado Springs, Colorado for
training in aerial assault scenarios wherein a high-jacked commercial flight would mirror what happened in the official story of 9/11.
However, these exercises are more than simply collaborating with foreign troops to stop a potential terrorist takeover of a commercial airliner. Both
Russian and US Air Force are practicing in tandem with F-22 Raptors in defense of the domestic US.
The Department of Homeland Security (DHS) has been amassing an estimated 1.8 billion rounds of hollow point bullets through their agency; as well
as the Social Security Office, the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Association (NOAA), and the US Forest Service. These solicitations have
spawned great debate as to who the US government intends to shoot.
The DHS has also recently solicited for 1,400 pounds of high density ammonium nitrate and A-5 Flake
RDX that will build improvised explosive devices (IEDs) without explanation as to why they would
require the exact ingredients to manufacture a fertilizer bomb.
The US Army Military Personnel Exchange Program allocates US soldiers in exchange for officers from
foreign nations for the purpose of cross-training due to an international crisis. This provides an
international army for the global Elite that will potentially disarm American citizens, but more effectively
work with the US military that are advancing the global Elite’s agenda to takeover America in the event
of martial law.
Knowing that nearly half of active military will not cooperate with this foreign insurgency, the use of
foreign troops begins to make sense. This new army will work with the members of the current US military that will take orders from the global Elite.
Many US veterans, active duty military, members of domestic militias and constitutionalists have openly stated that they will become active for the sake
of preserving our Constitutional Republic once martial law is declared.
In 1994, former President Clinton signed the Presidential Decision Directive/NSC-25 which states that if needed by the US government, foreign troops
would be allocated for the expressed use by the US president to assist the US military, federal agencies and local law enforcement in the event of civil
disturbance and necessity of marital law. This request would be directed to the UN and would immediately suspend the US constitution so that foreign
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troops could be sent to America to take over and work with the global Elite funded military to combat the opposition.
As we have seen through news media and eye witness accounts, foreign troops are on US soil training with US armed forces in tactical operations,
urban warfare drills, and counter-terrorist exercises to combat the expected threat posed by those who will not willingly go along with the lockdown of
America. It is estimated that anywhere between 200 to 400 thousand foreign troops have entered through US borders.
According to an anonymous source close to the Sovereign Movement, there is a growing number of active and non-active military that are preparing for
the final directives to be given before martial law is declared in the domestic US.
These men and women have agreed not to follow orders. This also includes local law enforcement and various federal agencies that have members that
will not stand in defense of the global Elite’s plan to take over our Constitutional Republic.
The hollow point bullets, riot gear and IED material that DHS has been gathering may well be to arm the foreign troops that are actively training with
our US armed forces to fight against the members of the Sovereign Movement, constitutionalist and militias that are spread throughout the nation.
These arms would be needed to “beef up” DHS already expanding Special Forces units that would be under directives of the President in the event of
civil unrest and not subject to the Congress.
Those able and willing to fight against the global Elite’s usurped US and foreign military would be the target of most of the violence. In many
documents published by the US government and globalist think-tanks, explanation of effective urban combat has been discussed and plotted. One such
document is entitled Combined Arms Operations in Urban Terrain , dating back to 2002.
Here the “characteristics” of urban centers are explained and how to successfully lock down a major US city is posed to combine the most effective
course of action.
From aerial attacks, to small-unit battles on the ground, the scenario of combat through intelligence, through knowledge of the terrain, and preparation
is analyzed and presented so that commanders and leaders can consider all options before beginning such an endeavor.
This is the reason why the US veterans are being demonized in the mainstream media, forcibly sequestered in psychiatric wards and having their guns
taken. The US veterans would be the ground troops, or guerilla soldiers that would attack against the global Elite’s army. Having them removed from
the equation now is a strategic move.
The plans for marital law are going to be met with abandonment of the US military forces by those who do not want to participate in the destruction and
occupation of our nation by the global Elite. They will collaborate with US veterans to build a defense against the enemy.
The civil war that is being talked about in the alternative media is not directly focused on the American public. DHS, with collaboration with the Obama
administration and foreign troops are creating a separate army to fight for the New World Order.
The opposition is our brave men and women that believe in our nation as it was created by our Founding Fathers and whom are willing to fight for its
survival.
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